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Introduction

Open access data repositories play an increasingly important role in the scientific com-
munity. The Crystallography Open Database (COD) [1] is one such resource – over the
last 13 years it has become the largest curated and validated open access collection
of small molecule crystal structures. Recently, a number of computer programs capa-
ble of automatically determining stoichiometrically [2] and chemically sound molecules
from the crystallographic data have been developed; this, in turn, enabled the auto-
mated generation of structural formulae descriptors and eased the establishment of
cross-links between the COD and other open access resources. New strides have
also been made in relating spectral data to their corresponding crystal structures. The
COD was chosen as the back-end database in the wide scale on-site sample anal-
ysis of the ”Sonic Drilling coupled with Automated Mineralogy and chemistry On-Line-
On-Mine-Real-Time” (SOLSA, http://www.solsa-mining.eu) project that focuses
on developing highly efficient, cost-effective and sustainable exploration technologies.
Since part of the sample analysis involves material identification via the means of Ra-
man spectroscopy, reference spectra aggregation from various sources was carried out
choosing CIF as the homogeneous data carrier format for both XRD and spectral data;
this, in turn, stipulated the development of spectroscopy oriented CIF dictionary. These
new developments of the CIF dictionaries will allow the SOLSA project to present var-
ious aspects of mineral characterization such as Raman spectra, XRD structures and
fluorescence data in the COD database in a uniform, computer-readable way.

Crystallography Open Database (COD)

http://www.crystallography.net/cod

◮Open-access;
◮Contains small-molecule organic,

inorganic, and metal-organic
crystal structures;

◮Uses CIF [3] as the carrier format;
◮Over 380 000 entries.

Chemical information in the COD

◮Periodically generated from crystallographic data in an automated
way using open-source software [4, 2, 5];

◮Enables a more efficient substructure search;
◮Used to establish cross-links to other resources;
◮Available in its entirety as a DataWarrior [6] file at
http://www.crystallography.net/dwar

Chemical information extraction
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From crystals to molecules

Challenges:
◮Lack of an unambiguous

way to divide polymeric
molecules into monomers;

◮The core CIF dictionary does
not provide sufficient means of
detailing chemical properties;

◮Certain discrepancies in the
input crystallographic data
require manual curation
(e. g. unmarked disorder sites).

Overview of the COD processing
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Raman Open Database (ROD)

http://solsa.crystallography.net/rod

◮Open access;
◮Contains Raman spectroscopy data;
◮Uses CIF2 [7] as the carrier format;
◮Validates input files upon deposition;
◮Spectral data is cross-linked with the

XRD data in the COD;
◮Used in the SOLSA project for

material identification.

COD on a ROD
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The Raman spectra and the related crystal structure of hematite.
ROD ID 1000001, COD ID 1546383.

Raman Spectroscopy Ontology

◮Developed and maintained by an international team of Raman
spectroscopy experts;

◮Expressed as a DDLm [8] conforming CIF dictionary;
◮Latest version available at

http://solsa.crystallography.net/rod/cif/dictionaries/cif_raman.dic

Conclusions

◮The COD is now enhanced with chemical data and interconnected
with other open access resources;

◮There is a need for a curated set of Raman spectroscopy data;
◮CIF2 is suitable format for storing scientific data of all sorts;
◮Open access data repositories are a viable alternative to proprietary

databases.
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